Remote Work: Navigating The New Normal

There’s no running away from this trend irrespective of which country or continent you call home.

80% of the workforce will be doing some form of hybrid work in the next 2-3 years - by sector

Which benefits of Aryaka’s managed SD-WAN solution did your organization leverage in response to the surge in the numbers of remote users and bandwidth requirements immediately:

Aryaka was quick to the rescue, with most organizations confirming that it immediately helped them support the huge number of remote workers with an ‘enterprise-class’ experience.

The existing WAN infrastructure in general is plagued with slow access and still rising complexity.

Investing in remote working capabilities also gives enterprises a safety-blanket to weather whatever life throws.

If you’ve still not started planning for the future of branch office connectivity, you might want to start now.

Most of the organizations observed an increase in productivity change and still rising digital overload:
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